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An interesting item is a dubious perfin on a genuine 1882 QV half piastre 
dull green SG16a cancelled Larnaca 16 Dec 1886, with what I can best 
describe as a ‘pin-hole perfin of cross in profile of an angel'.  Illustrated 
below are scans of the front and back. I would be very interested to hear if 
any member is aware of any similar perfin or can identify the pattern.  
  

  
    

 
 

150% enlargement 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
I have a badly displaced Standard Alphabet POKO.  Such 
displaced strikes were readily generated if the coil was 
misplaced in the machine.  It’s on a 2½d Red George VI – 
Light Colours – with Poko die S1630.01 S/CO.  The die 
was used by Sheppards & Company, 340 Gresham House, 
London EC2 between 1932-1954 
 

CYPRUS PERFIN? 
Tony Stanford 

 
 
[Ed: - The pin-hole perfin on this stamp
is very feint so on the enlargement the
pattern has been enhanced to make it
clearer.] 

DISPLACED POKO – S1630.01 
Dave Hill 
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Cyprus Perfins - Tony Stanford

The V2d Bantam illustrated on page 52 of the November 2006 CCP has the perfin "MBW" of the
Metropolitan Board of Works whose head office was at Spring Gardens, Charing Cross,
London. This perfin is recorded on SG 48 bantam plates 4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,14,15,20 during the
period 1870-84. The CYPRUS overprint is bogus and I expect that close examination would
reveal that ink from the overprint has entered the perfin holes.

An interesting variant is a
dubious perfin on a genuine
1882 QV half piastre dull green
SG16a cancelled Larnaca 16
Dec 1886, with what I can best
describe as a 'pin-hole perfin of
a cross in profile of an angel'.

Illustrated are scans of the front and back. I would
be very interested to hear if any member is aware
of any similar perfin or can identify the pattern.

[Ed. The small grey diagram above was created by
using Adobe Photoshop - Filter - Stylise - Emboss. There has been no manual alteration]

Cyprus Cinderellas - Editor
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Cyprus Related Cinderella stamps were
mentioned on p53 of the previous CCP.

I have found that the Cyprus League of Chest
Diseases (previously known as the "Cyprus
Anti-TB League) has an office in Nicosia.

A run of 28 different was offered for sale on

ClDJmUS: . ~~~~i~ ~~;~:,7 with a starting price of $6.25 ~~t

There are a number of Christmas Seals dealers mostly in U.S.A. They cover a very wide range of
countries, including Cyprus. Mint, proofs, and imperf pairs etc. are often available. Prices for
Cyprus Seals are mostly in the $0.40 - $0.50 range. Look them up via Google.

Unrecorded Registered Label Spelling - Geoff Davis

I have a commercial registered cover from Nicosia West branch
office showing a registration label that is not recorded in CSC
Study Paper 8 where a very similar label is illustrated spelled
"PEDIEOS". My cover shows an almost identical version with an
extra "H", namely "PEDHIEOS". Only recently did I notice this
small change, as the cover has been in my collection for years. It
is dated 22 DE 94.

RadioSonde and Radio units at Nicosia in WW2. - Eric Harris

"Joint arrangements were made for accommodation, transport, stores & signal facilities dutttu:
the period in which the USAAF unit (from 19th Weather Squadron USAAF) operated from June
1944 to August 1945."

(p.298 Meteorology, The Second World War 1939-45, London 1954, Air Ministry, Air Historical Branch.)

I went out to Nicosia in December 1946 to open the Radio-sonde station and inherited the
bUilding and balloon hut that the Americans had left. I contacted the Americans in the early '80s
but they had no further details. But somehow the mail must have gone out - through the
Consulate?
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